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ABSTRACT:- 

We conduct a study on topological manifold; the object here is to study the vector bundles and tangent bundles 

on topological manifold. The role of tangent space in converging manifold space and also covering manifolds 

forms the manifold compact, any compact manifold contains an infinite sheeted cover which are converges to 

T(M). How infinite sheeted covering cover punctured point space of Topological Manifold.  In universal covers 

of a path-connected, locally path connected space are isomorphic, we extend its application to study the basic 

brain structure and function. 
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1 .INTRODUCTION: 

         The differential geometry is important branch of 

Mathematics, in that topological manifold is important 

role. A topological manifold is made of a Euclidean 

space and Riemannian space with its differentiable 

structure and function. A topological manifold gives rise 

to important structure like tangent, vector, fiber 

bundles, covering space,. The concept of tangent vector 

of curve  (t) all correspond under these isomorphism 

we have the analog of a straight line the so called  

geodesic. The theory of affine connections mainly to a 

sudy of the mapping  

           Expp: MpM under which straight lines (or 

segments of them) through the origin in the tangent 

space Mp (Tp (M)) correspond to geodesics through P in 

M. Each Expp is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of 

O in Tp (M) into M giving the so-called normal 

coordinates at P. 

            The covering space plays a fundamental role not 

only in manifold theory but throughout topology. In 

this paper  our hypothesis is all space are locally path 

connected. 

          In section 2, we defined some basic definaions 

and some preliminiory . 

          In section 3 , we modified covring space on M and 

T(M).William Boothby [14] discused on general 

Topological Manifold . I extended this consept to 

Tangent bundles (Tangentspace) for further requriment 

.We defined some important definations on T(M) . In 

this section I defined lift of a pats and connectedness 

propertey by using consepts of Haloli [7].Also 

compositions of maps and paths which makes 

topological space strongly path connected. 

          In section 4 , I proved theroums on 

connectedness , completeness and compactness 

properties on covering spaces . In this section  we used 

the consept of n-sheeted cover .How these n-sheeted 

cover removes the punchered space and cut points 

from the Topological Mainfold .  

                               Throught this paper our general 

assumentation is that , local path connectedness 

implies that connected spaces are path connected. 

           

 

2. Some Basic Definitions   

Definition 2.1 [12]  

Let  : t  (t), t   I be a curve in M. The curve   is 

called a geodesic if the family of tangent vectors   (t) is 

parallel with respect to  . A geodesic   is called 

maximal if it is not a proper restriction of any 

geodesics. 

  

Definition  2.2 [13] [14] 

A surface is path connected if given any two points x, y 

  S such that  (o) = x and   (1) =y. The map   is called a 

path in S form x to y.  

The points   (o) and   (1) are called the end points of 

the path and we say that   begins at x and ends at y. 

When ever  o and  1 are paths satisfying  o (o) =  1 (o) 

and  o (1) =  1 (1) we say that  

 

 O and  1 are paths with common end points. 

If   (o) =   (1) than we call   a  loop or a closed path. 
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Definition  2.3 [13] 

Let  o ,  1: I X be paths with common end points we 

say that  o and  1 are end points homotopic, written   o 

   o 1 if there is a continuous function H: I x I  X such 

that  

1) H(S o) =  o (S) for all S   I 

2) H(S) =   (S) for all S  I 

3) H(o, t) =  o (o) for all t  I 

4) H (I, t) =  o (1) for all t  i 

The map H is called an end points preserving 

homotopy from  o to  1. If two loops are end 

points homotopic and we say that they are base 

point’s homotopic and write  o    1. 

Remarks:- 

Two paths are base point’s homotopic if they begin 

and end at the same points and if one can be 

stretched or moved inside X until it coincides with 

the other. 

 

Fig  Two loops   and β in R2 –p that are not base 

point’s homotopic  

  

Fig:- An end point preserving homotopy from the 

path  o to the path  1. 

The expontial map function is the fundamental role in 

geodesic  William M Boothby   [14] and Sigurdur 

Helgason [12] introduced the concept of expontial  map 

Definition 2.4   Expontial map :  

   Let D is some subset of T(M) the maps exp DM is a 

vetor Xp at a point M with exp xp:p , that is the image 

of Xp under the exponential mapping is defined to be 

that point on the unique geodesic determined by Xp at 

which the parameter takes the value t   I  

Definition  2.5 [12]  

The Riemannian manifold M can be turned into a 

metric  space since M is connected. Each pair of points 

p, q єM can be jointed by a curve segment the distance 

of p and q defined by  

D(p,q ) = infl(γ)  

Where γ runs over all curve segments joining p and q 

then we have  

a) d (p, q)= d(q, p) 

b)d(p, q) ≤ d(p, r)  + d (r,q) 

c) d(p, q)= o if and only if p=q  

Definition 2.6 [12] [14] 

Let M and N be connected and locally connected space 

and π:MN a certainous mapping the pair (M, π) is 

called converging space of N if each point xєN has an 

open neighborhood such that each component of π-1 

(U)is homeomorphism to U under π . 

      Suppose N is differentiable manifold and that (M, π) 

is a cevoring space of N then there is a unique 

differentiable structure wesay that (M, π) is a 

converging manifold of N. 

Definition 2.7 [12] [14] 

let (M, π) be a converging manifold of N and T: [a,b) 

N be a path in N if m is any point in M such that π(m) 

=Ta there exists a unique path T* :[a, b] M such that 

T*(a) =n and π o T*=T 
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the path T* is called the lift of T through m. 

                3. COVERGING SPACE 

A topological manifold admits a converging space 

particularly tangent bundle π: π(m)M forms a cover 

for manifold such space is converging space which plays 

a fundamental role in manifold theory as mentioned in 

previous discussion and Boothby (William) [14] in his 

discussion M, and T(M) are topological manifold the set 

of all tangents vector at all points of M, which weshall 

demote π (M) which is given by  

T (M) = {Xp   p (M)/p  M} =U Tp  (M), p  M 

Becomes a space infact c∞ manifold where *points are 

tangent vectors to M we studied geodesics was to 

introduce new variable which corresponded to the 

components of tangent vectors at points of a 

coordinate neighborhood (U, ф ). These vectors Xp , p 

       are in one –to-one correspondence with  

points (x:y) of open set W=ф (U) xrN ⊆ R n x R n .the 

correspondence which we denote by  i s given by   

 (Xp) = (ф(p):y 1 …yn  ) where ф(p)= (x1…xn ) are the 

coordinates of p 

Xp = Σyi Eip and E1..En are the coordinate frames. 

Let W be a vector field on W and W being the image 

under  ̃ of a co-ordinate neighborhood  ̃,  ̃ on a 

manifold. This is possible it requires that we define a 

manifold structure on the set of all tangents vectors at 

all points of M. the subsets  ̃ consisting of all Xp such 

that p   u to be a co-ordinate neighborhood with  ̃ as 

co-ordinate map and W as image  ̃   ̃  W this 

virtually dictates the choice of topology and 

differentiable structure. Let π: T (M)  M be the 

natural mapping taking each vector to its initial points π 

(Xp) =P than π-1 (P) =Tp (M). 

Lemma 3.1 [14] 

Let M be a C∞ manifold of infinite dimensions there is 

a unique topology on T (M) such that for each co-

ordinate neighborhood U,   of M. The set  ̃  =π-1 (U) is 

an open set of T (M) and  ̃ :  ̃  (U) x Rn defined as 

above is a homeomorphism with this topology T (M) is 

a topological manifold of dim 2n and the neighborhood 

 ̃,  ̃ determine a C∞ structure relative to which π is an 

(open) C∞ mapping of T (M) onto M 

Definition 3.2  

Let T (M) and M be connected and locally connected 

space and π :T (M) M is a continuous mapping. The 

pair (T (M), π ) is called a covering space of M if each m 

ϵ M has a on open neighborhood U such that each 

components of π-1 (U) is homeomorphic to U undor π.    

Definition 3.3 

Suppose M is a differentiable manifold and that 

(T(M),∏) is covering space of M. Then there is a  unique 

differentiable structure on T(M) such that the mapping 

∏ is regular. If T(M) is given this differentiable structure 

we say that (T(M), ∏) is a covering manifold of M. 

                     

 

Example 3.4 

The ∏: R+xR  R2-P defined as 

       ∏(r, ) = P + (r cos   ,r sin  ) 

R+ = [0,∞] is a covering map. Let P = (xo yo). 

The sets R2 – {xo yo / x   xo } and 

R2 – {(x, yo) II x   xo} constitute a pair of elementary 

neighborhoods that R2 – P 

Examples 3.5 
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Let X = {(x,y n)  R3 / (x.y)   R2 and n ϵ N}. Then ∏1 : X  

R2 defined by ∏1(x,y,n) = (x,y) is covering map. This map 

is count ably infinite to one 

 

Fig 

The covering map ∏1: {x,y,n)   R3 / (x,y)  R2, and n ϵ N} 

 R2 and ∏2: R C. For the map ∏2 the real line R is 

shown as a helix sitting above C 

Example 3.6 

The map ∏2 : R C defined by ∏2 (t) = (cos (2∏ t), 

sin(2∏ t)) is a covering map. 

Example 3.7 

The map ∏3 :C  C (taking C as the unit circle in C) 

defined by ∏3(Z) = Zn for any n ϵ N, is a covering map. 

Then P3
-1(x) is n points for any x ϵ C 

Example 3.8 

The quotient maps ∏ : Rn  Tn & ∏ : Sn  RPn are 

covering map. The first map is count ably infinite to one 

and the second map is two to one. 

Definition 3.9 n- sheeted covering 

If ∏: T(M)  M  is a covering map that is n to one (each 

point in X n – pre images) then we say that   T(M)  M 

is an n – sheeted covering. 

Definition 3.10 (Lift of path) 

Let (T(M), ∏) be a covering manifold of M and let Γ :*a 

b]  M be a path in M. If xp ϵ T(M) such that ∏(xp) = Γa, 

there exists a unique path Γ*:*a,b+ T(M) such that 

Γ*(a) = xp & ∏ o Γ* = Γ 

The path Γ* is called the lift of Γ through xp 

Definition 3.11 

A continuous map ∏: T(M)  M is a covering map. 

T(M) is connected and each point of xϵ  M has a 

connected neighborhood that is exactly covered by ∏. 

The triple (∏(M), ∏, M) is called covering space of X 

Definition 3.12 Covering Transformation 

Let ∏: T(M)  M be a covering map. A covering 

transformation also known as deck transformation or 

an automorphism is a homeomorphism h: T(M)  T(M) 

such that ∏-1 oh = ∏ 

 

Lemma 3.13 

The set Γ of covering transformation associated to a 

covering map. ∏: T(M)  M forms a group under 

composition, called the covering group. 

1Proof 

If h1 and h2 are covering transformation 

∏o (h1 o h2) = (∏o h1)oh2 = ∏oh2 = ∏ 

also ∏oh = ∏ this implies pre multiplied by h-1 (∏oh)oh-

1 it is clear that  

ida T(M) is a covering transformation and  Γ is a group. 

Theorem 3.14 
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Suppose that ∏: T(M) M  is a covering map and that 

M is a covering map and that M is locally path 

connected. Let f:    M be a map  o be a point in M- 

and mo =f( o) then there exists a lift of f if and only if 

f(∏,( , o) ⊆ ∏ o ∏1 (T(M), tmo) moreover, any such lift 

is unique. 

Proof 

If    exists then f*∏1( ,  o) = ∏* *(∏( , o) 

⊆ ∏ o ∏1 (T(M), tmo) 

We being the proof of the other direction by defining 

the lift  . Let    be any two points in   and let     m = 

f( ). Let γ   be a path in   from  o to   

The path foγ   has a lift  o γ  :  T(M) 

Define  ̃ by  ̃ ( ) = f o  ̃  (1) 

Then ∏ o  ̃(q) = ∏(           ) = f o γ  (1) = f(q) so  ̃ 

is a lift of f if it is well defined. It remains to be proved 

that 

(i) The lift  ̃ is independent of the choice of γ  and 

hence is well-defined. 

(ii) The lift  ̃ is continuous 

To show that  ̃ is well defined. Let  ’ be any other path 

in    from   o to    then  .  ’-1 is a loop in    at  o. 

Then  o = fo .  ’-1 = (fo ) (fo ’)-1 is a loop in M based at 

mo and 

[    fo∏( , o) ⊆ ∏. ∏,(T(M),tmo) by our assumption 

then is a loop  1 hat is homotopic to  0 : I  M and 

that has lift  ̃1 : I  T(M) base at tmo. 

Let H be the homotopy from  0 to  1. Then by the 

homotopy lifting properly H lift to a homotopy  ̃ with 

 ̃(s,o) 

=   (s) for all S ϵ I then the map  o (s) =  ̃(o,s) is lift of 

 o 

By the uniqueness of lifts  

 o = (  ̃ ̃)(fo ’)-1. Thus f(q) =   ̃ (1) 

=    (1) and  ̃ is well-defined. 

 

To prove that  ̃ is continous let U be an elementary 

neighborhood of f(y) let  ̃ be an open set that is 

mapped nomeomorphically onto U by ∏ and that 

contains  ̃(p). Let Γ be a locally path connected 

neighborhood of   such that f(Γ) ⊆ Ufor each point  ‘  

Γ. We can take as the path from  o to  o’ in the 

definition of  ̃ concattenation of a fixed path γ from  o 

to mo with a path   in   from mo to the point mo’. Since 

f(γ) is contained in an elementary set U, the lift of each 

path for is a path in  ̃. Then we have for point in γ, 

 ̃(mo’), = (P/ ̃)-1 of (mo’). Hence  ̃ is continuous on a on  

a neighborhood of each point in   and hence is 

continuous on  . 

Definition 3.15 Isomorphic covering maps 

Two covering maps ∏1: T1(M)  M and ∏2: T2(M)  M 

are isomorphic covering maps if there exists a 

homeomorphism h: T1(M)  T2(M) such that ∏2 oh = 

∏1 and ∏1 oh-1= ∏2    . 
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The homeomerphism h is called a covering space 

isomorphism              

 

            

4. Connectedness, completeness and 

compactness properties on covering space  

Theorem 4.1: 

Suppose M is a path connected and locally path 

connected. Two covering maps ∏1 : T1 (M)  M and ∏2 

:T2 (M) M are isomorphic taking xp1 ϵ T1 (M)  to  

xp2 , xq ϵ  T2 (M) if and only if ∏1o(∏(T1(M)xp) = ∏2 (∏ 

(T2(M) xq) 

Proof 

If the homeomorphism exists then ∏2oh = ∏1 and 

∏1oh-1 = ∏2 implies that ∏1 x (∏(T1(M),xp)) = 

∏2(∏(T2(M), xq)  

Conversely, if ∏1*(∏1(M)xp) = ∏2*(T2(M), xq) 

Then we can lift ∏1 and ∏2 bt lifting theorem to get  ̃1 : 

T1(M)  T2 (M) and 

 ̃2: T1 (M)  T2 (M) by the uniqueness of the lift  ̃1 o  ̃2 

and  

 ̃2 o  ̃1 are both the identity  

Hence ̃1 is the desired homeomorphism. 

Corollary 4.2 

Any two universal covering of a path connected, locally 

path connected space are isomorphic. 

Corollary 4.3 

If M is simple connected then a every covering map is a 

homeomorphism. 

Corollary 4.4 

Suppose that ∏: ∏(M)  M is a covering map and M is 

a compact manifold then T(M) is compact if and only if 

∏ is an n-sheeted covering for a finite n. 

Proposition 4.5 

Let M be a Riemannian manifold with a Riemannian 

structure g. Let (T(M),∏) be a covering manifold of M. 

Then ∏*g is a Riemannian structure on T(M). Moreover 

T(M) is complete if and only if M is complete. 

Proof 

The mapping ∏ is regular (see Definition 3.3) so 

obviously ∏*g is a Riemannian structure on T(M). If γ is 

a curve segment in M. Then ∏oγ is a curve segment in 

M. Using geodesic property it is clesr that γ is a 

geodesic if and only if ∏oγis a geodesic. But 

completeness is equivalent to the infinites of each 

maximal geodesic. 

Marc Lackenby [10] introduced finite cover and the 

projection map ∏: (Mi)  M is regular with Betti 

number we applying these concept to tangency spaces 

T(M) and Topological manifold M. The following 

theorem gives idea about the how finite covers reduces 

the cut point and punctured points in M. For (Refer see 

[10].  

Theorem 4.6 

Let M be a closed Riemannian manifold. The following 

are equivalent  

(i) There exists a finite covers Ti(M) of M 

with Ti(M) T(M) is regular and ct 

Ti(M) 0 

Where ct Ti(M) – cut points of Ti(M) for all 

i 
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(ii) There exists a finite covers {Ti(M)} of M 

with Ti(M) T(M) then p (Ti(M)) 0 

Where p(Ti(M))  punctured points of 

Ti(M) 

This give the by finite cover of T(M) reduces the cut 

point in space. Then finite cover makes the topological 

manifold strongly connected, as statement (i) as ct 

T1(M)  0. Then manifold becomes strongly connected 

similarly the statement (ii) gives same concept in 

manifold as puncture points tends to zero (i.e. P(T1(M) 

 C) then manifold becomes strongly connected . 

Theorem 4.7 

Any compact topological manifold of degree 36 has a 

sequence of infinite sheeted cover Ti(M) (or Mi) where 

 Where ct(Mi) (ct(T,(M)) and p(Mi) (p(T1M)) 

both tends to zero 

Proof 

As T(M)has sheeted cover {Ti(M)} which is closed which 

converges T(M). This show that n-sheeted cover of one 

cover second manifold reduces the cut point and 

punctured space of topological manifold it results that 

number of n-sheeted cover does not have cut point and 

punctured space as maintained in Theorem 4.6. There 

exists are regular map form each cover manifold to M. 

This implies each is joint by a total geodesic path to any 

other point in space or manifold. i.e. any compact, 

connected Topological manifold has a infinite sheeted 

cover which converges to T(M) this implies complete 

and by infinite sheeted cover covers all cut point and 

punctured point by a totally geodesic path. i.e. ct(M)  

0        p(M)  0  

Theorem 4.8 

Let T(M) be topological manifold and (T(M),∏) is 

covering manifold of M then following statement are 

equivalent. 

(i) Any compact topological Manifold T(M) 

of dimension 3, 6 has a sequence of 

infinite sheeted cover{Ti(M)} 

(ii) {Ti(M)} is converges to T(M) which is 

complete. 

(iii) {Ti(M)} is cover of M which contains a 

complete multiple path. 

Proof 

Statement (i) and (ii) are obviously by Theorem 4.6 and 

Theorem 4.7. 

For statement (iii) as infinite sequence of sheeted cover 

{Ti(M)} is converges to T(M) as T(M) is complete by 

complete multiple path. Then exists a path between 

any point of {Ti(M)} to T(M) which is complete multiple 

path. 

Definition 4.9 [9]  

A covering map ∏:  ̃ X is said to be universal if  ̃ is 

connected and for any covering map f:Y X such that y 

is connected, there exists a continuous map  ̃ :  ̃  y 

that is a lift of ∏. The covering space  ̃ is called a 

universal covering space of X 

  

Definition 4.10 [6 ][7][9] 

A topological space X is simple connected if the 

following condition hold. 

(i) X is path connected  

(ii) There is point x ϵ X such that every loop   

[see Definition 2.2] at xo satisfies    xo. 
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A space X is locally simply connected (not necessarily 

connected ) if each neighborhood of each point xϵX 

contains a simply connected open neighborhood of x. 

 

Definition 4.11 [9] 

The structure ∏:T(N) N is called the tangent bundle 

of the sub-manifold Rr ⊆ Rn 

T(R’) = Rr x Rr ⊆ Rn x Rn this bundle is trivial. 

In the following definition, the term “diffeomorphism” 

refers to a bijection between subsets of Euclidean 

spaces that together with it inverse. 

Definition 4.12 

The tangent bundle ∏: T(M) M is trivial if there is a 

commutative diagram 

  

Where ∏M is projection onto the factor M and ф is a 

diffeomorphism with the property that   y ϵ N, фIty (M) 

 {y} x Rr is a linear isomorphism. 

Definition 4.13 

If the tangent bundle ∏:T(M)  M is trivial, the sub 

manifold M is said to be parallelizable 

An n-plane bundle is trivial if it is an isomorphic product 

bundle of 

∏: MxRn  M. 

A section if the n-plane bundle ∏:EM is a smooth 

map S:ME such that ∏os=idm. The set of all such 

section is denoted by Γ (E). 

Thus  (M) the set the set of all vector field  (M) = 

Γ(T(M)) 

The manifold M is parallelizable if there are fields 

X1….Xn (M) such that {X1x, X2x…. Xnx} is a basis of T(M) 

 xM 

Theorem 4.14 

T(M) is a trivial if the manifold M is parallelizable. 

 

 

Conclusion   

 This paper concludes that Topological space which is 

Tangent space how to make stronger and stronger 

connections and covering space reduces the 

punctured point and cut point in Topologicalspace 

T(M) . This consepts appling for brain sicence to 

remove killing cells from neverous systems to create 

connection in sensor nevers.     
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